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Would you agree when I say that a man's freedom only
exists when he's free of pursuing his desires... which
means when the law conflicts with our desires then we
must operate outside of the law... (Repeat 3X) Uhh, I
keep it brief its the code of the streets I'm here to feast
with the global elite me am meeko Noble when I speak
A young mogul more social with the local police is I
supposed to Charity checks sitting with xavies x
Wedding invites who's marrying next, I noticed
Envelopes is the end results for my folks this is mental
notes please absorb Traveled through the countries
abroad Got my first thirst once I flipped through the
Forbes now its a ritual Polling(pollying) with public
officials heads of state I'm a heavyweight My life's a
tribute no pension Though pleased with honorable
mention I'm from the land where my great grands ran
from lynching so niggas listen You can't master if your
mind aint right If your vernacular aint Islamic-like of
some structure Substance illuminate luster Learn the
game cause you know who remains to suffer (Chorus)
Take the 12 Jewels of Islam live prosperous PRT 5
Percent of the Populous Older than the Sun Moon Stars
Even The Hieroglyphs Apocalypse, government
fortifying? there documents You know what time it is
when the 12th comet hit... You know what time it is
when the 12th comet hit... You know what time it is
when the 12th comet hit... Promise this, follow me I
show you where Elijah live Kavan? coast on testament
taught In Milan with the loafs on the lessons was lost I
deal with the essence of course I got the smarts and
the heart of a Mexican boss, we the indigenous
Trapped in a mental imprisonment I know and
understand when its time to get ignorant, I live it Alive
with a hustler's spirit Certified I survive through these
precious lyrics, I'm so vivid From negro to CEO for my
PO to see me blow, no lie A favorite of the Fortune 5 On
front line got that corporate eye, I'm suited And since a
shorty I was ranked and recruited To say thanks take
bank and do this (Chorus 2X then fades)
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